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Karen Green                  Non-Scientist, Non-Affiliated
                             Prisoner Representative

Barbara Harty, RN, MSN      Scientist, Affiliated
                             Nursing, Geriatrics

Leigh Johnson, PhD          Scientist, Affiliated
                             Social-Behavioral Science

Victor Kosmopoulos, PhD     Scientist, Affiliated
                             Biomechanics - Orthopedics

Timothy Kremer, MD          Scientist, Affiliated
                             Obstetrics and Gynecology

Amanda Oglesby, MS          Scientist, Affiliated
                             Behavioral and Biomedical Science

Larry Maxwell, JD           Non-Scientist, Non-Affiliated
                             Legal, Health Law

Haylie Miller, PhD          Scientist, Affiliated
                             Behavioral Science

Thaddeus Miller, DrPH       Scientist, Affiliated
                             Public Health

Itzel Peña Pérez, MS        Scientist, Affiliated
                             Behavioral and Biomedical Science

Scott Penzak, PharmD        Scientist, Affiliated
                             Pharmacotherapy

Nicole Phillips, PhD        Scientist, Affiliated
                             Molecular Medicine - Genetics

Caroline Rickards, PhD      Scientist, Affiliated
                             Physiology

David Sterling, PhD         Scientist, Affiliated
                             Occupational Health & Environmental

Debra Willett, CPA          Non-Scientist, Affiliated
                             Business

Scott Winter, MD            Scientist, Affiliated
                             Psychiatry

Chad Trulson, PhD           Scientist, Non-Affiliated
                             Criminal Justice, Prisoner Representative (Alternate)